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Created by leading educators, these colorful, large-size dictionaries introduce beginning language

learners to more than 1,550 commonly taught basic words. Each Let's Learn Language Picture

Dictionary in the series boasts 30 delightful two-page spreads that vividly illustrate the meanings of

words. Fun-filled panoramas focus on scenes familiar to children aged three through eight, such as

home life, the classroom, city life, sports, the zoo, and even outer space! Learners will love to revisit

these detailed depictions of people, places, actions, and objects, each time improving their recall.

Featured words are set off with individual illustrations and definitions to help learners at various

levels build vocabulary. Includes an index and glossary of all the individually illustrated words. An

ideal selection of first word books for parents and teachers who want to encourage second

language acquisition.
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Fabulous for helping young and old alike learn German. Has the words in English and German.

Includes the articles.

This is a terrific book. Anytime my girls (3yrs and 6yrs) or I (the mom) want to know what that thing

in everyday life is in German, we take a look in this book and we find it as well as a lot of other

related words. My 3yr old likes to just look at the pictures even. Quite a few of them put me in mind

of the Where's Waldo book pictures.

This book is so much more fun to learn from then the standard picture dictionaries. Each page has a

beautifully illustrated picture with so much to look at and a lot of individual items beside the picture

which are labeled in both languages. Great for adults and kids of all ages.

My daughter loves this! We are having so much fun!

This is a very comprehensive book with lots of great pictures. Perfect for a school aged child

learning German. I use it with my 3.5 year old. He loves the pictures and I read him the German

words - fun way to learn together!

Great gift

Our grandson is taking German classes with his Dad. On receiving this gift his Dad starting reading

it and showing the photos to our grandson. He was happy to have to book to help teach his son.

Have bought many of these books for my handicapped daughter. She loves learning new

languages. These last her for, usually, more than one year. I know they would last longer under

regular use but, she uses them often, and due to her limited abilities with her hands, she is very

rough on them.
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